
MY SUDDEN RICH LIFE 

Chapter 210 The Children In The Orphanage 

 

With an embarrassing smile, Rodney said awkwardly, ‘’It’s good to do 

part-time jobs. Young people should strive to work hard.’’ Maybe, it’d 

be better if he let his daughter keep a good relationship with Trevor.  

If they were friends, at least he could find a great doctor in the future if 

something happened. 

After all, he were friends with the great doctor in Jork.  

For the next few days, Trevor would go to the hospital to visit Luisa 

after class, without being disturbed by Rodney and Keyla. 

Jaiden indeed deserved the reputation of a highly skilled doctor. 

Because of his skills Luisa’s physical condition was now stable. 

Everything was good except for her memory loss.  

Luisa could only remember what happened a month ago. 

Perhaps, this misfortune might be a blessing in disguise. Maybe losing 

those memory was a good thing. At least Luisa didn’t have to think 

about the betrayal of her best friend. 

Not wanting to think about it anymore, Trevor shook his head. After the 

incident, Aggy dropped out of school and left the city. Maybe she felled 

guilty for the things she had done. 

As there were no class today, Trevor decided to go to Luisa early. When 

he entered the ward, there were new visitors this time. These days, 

Luisa had almost recovered and now she was drawing with a little boy 

and a girl. 



A middle-aged woman was sitting beside them and looking at them 

with a smile on her face. 

When the boy who was lying on his stomach and drawing saw Trevor, 

he blinked his eyes and said, ‘’Luisa, your boyfriend is here.’’ 

Hearing it, Luisa blushed In embarrassment. Tapping lightly on the boy’s 

head, she said, ‘’Dilan, don’t talk nonsense. He is my good friend not my 

boyfriend.’’  

Although Dilan was tapped on the head by Luisa, he didn’t mind it at all. 

Instead he pouted and said, ‘’If he wasn’t your boyfriend, why would he 

come to see you? I think you two are a good match. You should date.’’ 

Of course, Trevor was also at a loss because of the boy. But in his heart, 

he was really happy.  He wasn’t going to take offenses at a child ‘s 

babble.  

After Luisa’s introduction, Trevor found out about the three people in 

the room. Trevor learnt that the two children were both from an 

orphanage nearby. 

The middle-aged woman who was sitting next to them was the 

caregiver of orphanage whose name was Jada. 

From time to time, Luisa would go to the orphanage to visit them and 

donate. Therefore, she was deeply loved by the children there. 

When they heard that Luisa was sick, the children in the orphanage 

wanted to come and visit her. In the end, Jada couldn’t refuse them 

anymore and so she took Dilan and Noor to visit Luisa on behalf of the 

other kids. When Trevor came, Luisa didn’t hesitate to drag him to play 

with the two children. As the kids were well behaved and sensible, 

Trevor was also happy to play with them. 



Time flied fast and soon it was almost noon. At that time, Luisa spoke. 

‘’Trevor, I’m going to be discharge from the hospital today. When we 

finished going through the formalities, let’s take them to have a meal in 

KFC and celebrate.’’ Without hesitation, Trevor agreed. 

After going through the discharge formalities, Luisa packed her things 

and followed them to the KFC in the shopping mall nearby. 

When Trevor ordered many food such as fried chicken and dessert, the 

two children’s eyes lit up with excitement. They looked as if they 

couldn’t wait to eat.  

However, while they were eating, the two kids left a lot of food 

untouched on purpose. 

Touching the boy’s head, Trevor asked, ‘’what’s wrong? Are you full?’’ 

At that time, Dilan replied, ‘’Actually, we can’t eat all of them. We have 

to take them back to share with other kids back home.’’ 

Hearing his words, Noor also nodded and said, ‘’Yes, to be honest they 

haven’t eaten this kind of good food in a long time.’’ 

At first, Trevor was surprised to hear their answers. Then, a traced of 

gratitude appeared in his heart. 

Although they were just kids, they were so considerate! At that time, 

he wanted to buy more food for the children back at the orphanage. 

However, the two children didn’t agree at all and kept expressing their 

gratitude in a sweet voice. Thank you, Trevor but we have to decline. 

The director has taught us not to let others spend too much money on 

us! Actually, it’s all because of the bad guys. They came to our 

orphanage to make trouble everyday. So, the director doesn’t have any 

money to buy us delicious food!’’ Raising the eyebrows, Trevor was 



about to ask who the bad guys were when Jada suddenly received a 

call. 

 

 

  


